
Using a separate receiver (Rx)  battery in electric flight systems

With suitable telemetry or timer settings you shouldn’t run your lipo flight battery down to a 
dangerous level. Even if you do, in theory the electronic speed controller (ESC) should 
shut down the motor before the its battery elimination circuit (BEC) voltage to the receiver 
(Rx) becomes too low. However ESCs and flight batteries do go wrong, causing loss of 
control. I have decided in future, in larger models, to power the receiver and servos with a 
separate battery, either a 4.8V NiMH pack or a second smaller lipo with a separate UBEC 
(universal BEC). I shall call both arrangements ‘Rx battery’. There is a small weight 
penalty from the battery but the UBEC weighs very little (about 12g). A second movable 
battery can help with getting the centre of gravity correct without adding dead weights. 
Another advantage is that the flight controls can be tested before connecting the motor. 
Finally if you use many powerful, and digital, servos they will draw a heavy current that 
might overload the ESC BEC. 

So how is such a system connected? The throttle wire from the ESC, which carries the 
BEC voltage, must have the power red (+) wire cut. Of course the Rx will now need a 
power supply. The Rx battery can be plugged into any servo socket, though this will waste 
a channel unless you use a Y lead. Many Rxs, such as the FrSky X8Rs that I use, have 
additional sockets that are not for servos. The X8R has three other sockets that have pins 
for plus and minus. They are telemetry (smart port), RSSI and SBUS. I need the telemetry 
and am cautious about using RSSI so I will plug the Rx battery into the SBUS so avoiding 
a Y lead. 

This photo shows the arrangement laid out on the bench.

I will of course add a switch into the UBEC circuit with a charging socket.



This shows how the wires connect into the receiver

I have now been using a 2.2 Ah 4.8V NiMH in a model for some months. I still have to 
remind myself to switch it off. However I think I will move to lipo batteries and UBECs. First
most Rx batteries are 2.2. I could have any capacity of lipo that I wanted. Secondly NiMHs 
have self-discharge so I have to remember to recharge them if there is more than a short 
period between flying sessions. Lipos stay charged a long time. 
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